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Abstract  
 
 
 
Data centre networks are currently experiencing a dramatic increase in the amount of network traf-
fic that needs to be handled due to cloud technology and several emerging applications. To address 
this challenge, mega data centres are required with hundreds of thousands of servers interconnected 
with high bandwidth interconnects. Current data centre networks, based on electronic packet 
switches, consume a huge amount of power to support the increased bandwidth required by the 
emerging applications. Optical interconnects have gained more and more attentions as a promising 
solution offering high capacity and consuming much lower energy compared to the commodity 
switch based solutions.  
 
This thesis provides a thorough literature study on optical interconnects for data centre networks 
that are expected to efficiently handle the future traffic. Two major types of optical interconnects 
have been reviewed. One is referred to hybrid switching, where optical switching deals big flows 
while electronic switches handles traffic in packet level. The other one is based on all-optical 
switch, where power-consuming electronic interconnects can be completely avoided. Furthermore, 
the thesis includes a qualitative comparison of the presented schemes based on their main features 
such as topology, technology, network performance, scalability, energy consumption, etc. 
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Abstrakt 
 
 
Datacenters nätverk upplever just nu en dramatisk ökning av mängden nätverkstrafik som måste 
hanteras på grund av molnteknik och flera nya tillämpningar. För att möta denna utmaning krävs 
mega datacenter med hundratusentals servrar sammankopplade med hög bandbreddanslutning. Ak-
tuella datacenters nätverk, baserade på elektroniska paketomkopplare, förbrukar en stor mängd 
energi för att stödja den ökade bandbredden som krävs för de nya tillämpningar. Optiska anslut-
ningar har fått uppmärksamhet som en lovande lösning som erbjuder hög kapacitet och konsumerar 
mycket mindre energi jämfört med de råvara switch-baserade lösningar. 

 

Denna avhandling ger en grundlig litteraturstudie på optiska anslutningar för datacenters nätverk 
som förväntas att effektivt hantera den framtida datatrafiken. Två huvudtyper av optiska förbindel-
ser har granskats. En kallas hybrid växling, där optisk koppling hanterar stora flöden medan 
elektroniska omkopplare hanterar trafik på paketnivån. Den andra är baserad på all-optisk omkopp-
lare, där strömkrävande elektroniska sammankopplingar kan undvikas helt. Dessutom innehåller 
avhandlingen en kvalitativ jämförelse av de presenterade system baserat på deras huvudsakliga 
funktioner som topologi, teknik, nätverksprestanda, skalbarhet, energiförbrukning, etc. 

 
Nyckelord 
 
Datacenter nätverk, optisk kommunikation, strömförbrukning, hög kapacitet 
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TDMA Time Division Multiple Access 
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VCSEL Vertical-cavity Surface-emitting Laser 
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WDM Wavelength Division Multiplexing 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
Nowadays, data centre infrastructure is receiving significant research interest both from academia 
and industry, because of the growing importance of data centres in supporting and sustaining the 
rapidly growing Internet-based applications, such as searching (e.g., Google, Bing), video content 
hosting and distribution (e.g., YouTube, NetFlix), social networking (e.g., Facebook, Twitter), and 
large-scale computations (e.g., data mining, bioinformatics, indexing). For instance, the Microsoft 
Live online services supported by a data centre located in Chicago. It is one of the largest data 
centres ever built, spanning more than 700,000 square feet.  
 
Massive data centres providing such as storage, computation, communication, etc. form the core of 
the infrastructure for the cloud. It is thus imperative that the data centre infrastructure, including the 
data centre networking should be well designed so that both the deployment and maintenance of the 
infrastructure is cost-effective. With data availability and security at stake, the role of the data 
centre is more critical than ever. Today, data centre networks typically use top of the rack (ToR) 
switches that are interconnected different servers within the rack, which are then connected via 
core/aggregation switches. This approach leads to significant bandwidth oversubscription on the 
links in the network core, and prompted many researchers to investigate alternate approaches for 
scalable cost-effective network architectures. Besides, due to the thermal dissipation problem, the 
power consumption that can be afforded by the network equipment in the data centers is only al-
lowed to increase at a much lower rate compared to the capacity growth. Obviously, keeping busi-
ness as usual cannot sustain the future data center traffic. 
 
Optical communication has already been considered as the least energy-consuming and the least 
costly technique to offer ultra-high capacity for telecommunication networks. In particular, single 
mode fibre (SMF) easily opens for dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) technologies 
and hence is able to keep the recent world record of highest transmission speed of over 1 petabit/s. 
Some SMF based optical interconnects have been considered as a promising technology for future 
data centre applications, which obviously outperform many other optical communication technolo-
gies (such as multi-mode fibre and optical free space communications) in term of high capacity and 
low energy consumption. Therefore, it has been widely recognized by both academic and industry, 
optical data center networks are promising solution for future. 
 

1.1  Background and motivation 
 
Information technology (IT) equipment (e.g. servers, network equipment) and other supporting fa-
cilities (e.g. lighting, cooling) consume most of the energy inside the data centers. In order to identi-
fy how efficiently a center uses its power, a measure called power usage effectiveness (PUE) is de-
fined as the ratio of the total facility power to the IT equipment power, i.e., the lower PUE the high-
er energy efficiency of the data center facility. Many efforts have been put on reducing PUE. For 
instance, a smart selection of data center location can greatly reduce the energy required for cooling 
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and significantly improve PUE. Very recently it was reported that Facebook carefully chose the lo-
cation and launched an Arctic data center (consisting of three 28,000 square-meter buildings) in 
Sweden. By utilizing icy conditions in the Arctic Circle, the data center can reach a PUE around 
1.07. Such a low level of PUE implies that in modern data centers major focus on energy savings 
should be moved to IT equipment. Currently, network equipment in a data center may take up to 
approximately 15% of the total energy and this value is expected to grow in the future. Thus, in or-
der to sustainably handle ever-increasing traffic demand it becomes of extreme importance to ad-
dress the energy consumption problem in intra-data center networks, which provide interconnec-
tions among different servers within a data center as well as interfaces to the Internet. Typically, 
site infrastructure (particularly a large one) includes several tiers for network solutions. For in-
stance, two-tier data centre networks (see Figure 1a) include two stages, namely edge and core, 
while in three-tier architectures (see Figure 1b), aggregation tier is introduced as an intermediate 
stage between core and edge tiers. To increase scalability, data center networks can even have 4 ti-
ers or more, where the core tier can be further extended to more than one stage.  The majority of the 
research efforts on optical interconnects so far have been focusing on core/aggregation switches 
(i.e., switching among different racks). To have a thorough understanding on the recent research 
progress, this thesis does a comprehensive survey on optical datacenter network architecture pro-
posed in literature, most of which also have been demonstrated and few of which have been even 
commercialized.  A high-level comparison has been also carried out in terms of different important 
aspects, providing comments for proper schemes for future data centers. 
 

 
(a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 1 Intra-data centre network architectures: a) two-tier and b) three-tier 
 

1.2  Outline of the thesis 
 
To reduce or eliminate the electronic components for high-energy efficiency, many optical switch-
ing based interconnect architectures for data centres have been proposed. It has been clearly shown 
in the recent research work that optical solutions are able to reduce energy consumption significant-
ly compared to electronic switching based approaches. Typically, a large-scale data center network 
can consist of several tiers. The edge tier, which is located at the top of the rack (ToR), is intercon-
necting the servers in the same rack, while the core/aggregation tier copes with the traffic routed 
between different racks (see Figure 1). Currently, most of the research on optical data center inter-
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connects is dedicated to core switches. The existing optical core switches for data centres can be 
divided into two major categories: hybrid electronic/optical and optical switches. In hybrid switch-
es, the electronic part deals with the fine granularity switching on the packet level while the optical 
part is based on circuit switching offering high capacity. A typical problem of the hybrid switches is 
scalability due to the lack of efficient solutions for capacity upgrade of the electronic switches. On 
the other hand, the capacity is not a problem for purely optical switches. This category can be fur-
ther divided into two sub-groups based on whether optical packet switching (OPS) is employed or 
not. The architectures without OPS may suffer from poor switching granularity so the bandwidth 
utilization might be relatively low, in particular if the capacity requirements of the traffic vary sig-
nificantly. OPS might enhance the switching granularity, but it suffers from several fundamental 
technological problems. Therefore, in some proposed architectures involving OPS, buffering and 
signal processing are still performed in the electronic domain. The extra optical-electrical (O/E) and 
electrical-optical (E/O) conversions could increase power consumption as well as cost and intro-
duce limitations for the capacity upgrade.  
 
The remaining thesis is organized in this way to provide a comprehensive literature study on optical 
data center networks. Chapter 2 gives an introduction about the first category of optical data center 
networks, i.e., hybrid electronic/optical switches, where in total 5 schemes have been reviewed. 
Chapter 3 covers the second category of optical data center networks, i.e., purely optical switches. 
Now there are already many optical schemes proposed, most of which have been demonstrated. 
Chapter 4 provides a qualitative comparison for all the schemes reviewed in this thesis in terms of 
different aspects. Among them, 6 key aspects are discussed, and some reviewed schemes are select-
ed as the ones that can provide good performance accordingly. Finally, conclusions are drawn in 
Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 Hybrid Schemes 
 

Nowadays, in the deployed data center networks commodity switches are widely used. As a straight 
forward way to upgrade commodity switches, hybrid scheme with optical switching for big flows 
while keep electronic one (i.e., the existing one) to handle the packet level switching granularity 
become a promising solution. In this chapter, this type of optical data center interconnect architec-
ture is fairly reviewed. 
 

2.1 c-Through 
 
c-Through presented by G. Wang et al. [1] is a hybrid data centre network architecture combining 
the advantages of traditional electrical packet switch and optical circuit switch. The configuration of 
the network, as can be seen in Figure 2, consists of a tree-structure electrical network with access of 
aggregation in the top part for the connectivity between ToR switches and an optical circuit swit-
ched network in the lower part for the high-speed bandwidth connection between racks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Each rack can have one circuit-switched connection at a time to communicate with another rack in 
the network. Due to the high cost of optical network, it is not necessary to maintain optical links 
among all the pairs of racks. Instead c-through chooses rack-to-rack optical connection. For chan-
ging traffic demands over time, optical switch can be used to establish new connection between dif-
ferent pairs of racks in  milliseconds.  
 
The traffic demands and the connected links are formulated by Edmonds’ algorithms for the maxi-
mum weight perfect matching problem in c-through network and the topology of the optical 
network is configured accordingly.  
 
To operate both optical and electrical networks, each serve runs a monitor program in the control 
plane of the system to estimate the bandwidth requirements with the other hosts and observe the 
occupancy by simply enlarge the output buffer limits of the sockets.  
 

Figure 2 :  c-Through network architecture  [1]      
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The optical configuration manager establishes circuit switched optical links after receivers all these 
packets information from each serve. According to the cross-rack traffic matrix, the optical manager 
determines how to connect the server racks by optical paths in order to maximise the amount of 
traffic offloaded to the optical network. After the optical switch is configured, the ToR switches are 
informed accordingly about the packets route traffic via a de-multiplexed VLAN in Figure 3. Each 
server makes multiplexing decision using two different virtual VLANs for mapping to electrical and 
optical network. Every time the optical network reconfigured, the server will be informed this and 
the De-MUX in server will tag packets with appropriate VLAN ID.  

 
Figure 3 : The structure of optical management system [1] 

 
Pros 
1. It shows the possibility of using both electronic and optical switching at the same time depen-

ding on the analysis of data flow between racks. 
2. The evaluation has done good performance for bulk data transfer, skewed traffic pattern, loose 

synchronisation. 
3. The system demonstrates the fundamental feasibility and points out a valuable research topic.  
 
Cons 
1. The moderate memory consumption in the kernel for buffering may not be safe for the serve 

system.  
2. It can be potential problem of the increasing scalability and configuration complexity with nu-

merous optical managers to handle so many servers in data centre. 
3. The topology in c-though meets bottleneck when two ToR switches try to use the full bandwidth 

simultaneously to connect with a third ToR switch because of the fixed link bandwidth to each 
ToR. 

 
 

2.2 Helios 
 
Helios is another hybrid network architecture using electrical and optical switches for modular data 
centre proposed by Farrington et al. [2] Figure 4 depicts a Helios architecture. The system that fol-
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lows a typical two-level data centre networks, is similar to the c-through architecture but based on 
WDM links. It consists of core switches and ToR switches. Core switches can be either electronic 
or optical switches to combine the two complementary techniques. While the ToR switches are 
common electronic packet switches. Unlike c-through, the electrical packet switches in Helios are 
used for all-to-all communication of the pod switches to distribute the bursty traffic. While the opti-
cal circuit switches offer high bandwidth slowly changing traffic and long lived communication be-
tween the pod switches. Same as c-through, the Helios architecture tries to make full use of the op-
tical and the electrical networks. 

 
Figure 4 : Architecture of Helios data centre network [2] 

  
Each of the ToR switches equips with two types of transceivers. Half of the uplinks are colourless 
for connecting to pod switches with the electronic core switches while the other half optical trans-
ceivers are used for connecting to optical core switches through a passive optical multiplexer in the 
form of super links for full flexible bisection bandwidth assignment.  
 
In the optical circuit switches, Helios chooses MEMS technology, which is not only power constant 
in independence of bandwidth, but also consumes much less power compared to electronic packet 
switches. Also, in MEMS system, there is no optical-electronic signal conversion through the full 
crossbar mirrors switches, which leads to high performance and less delays.  
 
Helios uses two algorithms for configuring the maximal traffic demand. One is from Hedera to al-
locate rack-to-rack bandwidth share. The other is Edmonds’ Algorithm, which is also used in c-
through for solving the maximum weight match problem.  
 
The software of Helios control scheme is based on three primary components: Pod Switch Manager, 
Circuit Switch Manager and Topology Manager. Every module has a distinct role to act coordinate-
ly when required and the relationship between all them all is showed in Figure 5.  
 
Pod Switch Manager provides statistical data about traffic sent out from its pods. It interfaces with 
the Topology Manager and configures the switch appropriately based on the input from traffic rout-
ing decision made. The Pod Switch Manger is set to rout traffic accordingly either through the 
WDM transceivers from the optical circuit switch or the colourless transceivers. 
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Circuit Switch Manager is used on the optical core circuit switches to receive the graph of the traf-
fic connection, based on requests from the Topology manager.  
Topology Manager is logically centralised component that controls the data centre traffic. It dynam-
ically estimates the requirements between pods to compute the best topology for the optical circuit 
switch to provide the maximum capacity to meet the traffic demands. 
 
 

 
Figure 5 : Helios control loop [2] 

 
Pros  
1. Helios is deployable for commercially available optical modules and transceivers to use in opti-

cal communication networks. 
2. There is no need for end-host or switch hardware modifications.  
 
Cons 
1. The main drawback concerns the issue with the reconfiguration time of the MEMS switches. 

The inherent limitation of electronics requires several milliseconds for the process, which is 
seen to be long.  

 
 

2.3 Calient  
 
Calient has proposed a commercialised high-level hybrid data centre, in which the network consists 
of both the packet switching and optical circuit switching (OCS). [3] The architecture supports bur-
sty traffic with high capacity and high persistence data flows. In terms of short none persistent data 
flows, the system uses typical ToR switches and to large persistent data flows, OCS can provide 
low latency and high throughput. Calient deploys a software-defined networking (SDN) to separate 
the control plane from the data plane and currently utilises the OpenFlow standard for the SDN in-
frastructure. 
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A typical hybrid packet-circuit data centre architecture is depicted in Figure 6. The packet switching 
continues to exist between clusters with any-to-any connectivity in hybrid solution, but focus more  
on processing short front-end bursty data flows. On the other side, in the OCS Trunk network, opt-
ical circuit switch plays a role to support large persistent flows to free up the packet-based network.  
 

 
Figure 6 : Hybrid packet-OCS datacenter network architecture [3] 

 
Due to the full photonic 3D MEMS based OCS solution, the OCS fabric can provide unlimited 
bandwidth, which can be scaled without network upgrade and even with the absence of optical tran-
sceivers, Calient’s ports are completely transparent to protocol and data rate. Furthermore, the OCS 
fabric provides less than 60 nanoseconds latency, which is extremely low, between the ToRs, so it 
can offer outstanding support for latency sensitive appliance.  
 
To complete the design of the hybrid packet-OCS, a control plane is need in the architecture, shown 
in Figure 7. It can be resolved using simple scripts of full SDN implementations with high-level 
network intelligence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7 : Datacenter SDN model implementation [3] 
 
In the infrastructure layer, the coexisting of the packet and optical circuit switches is a key feature 
of Calient. The SDN Control Plane is coordinated from the upper layer Management Plane, which 
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invents the managing topologies and configurations. The top manager layer also processes various 
flows during runtime to coordinate with Photonic and Routing-Switching Control Plane. 
 
Pros 
1. Calient has the unlimited bandwidth capacity to handle large persist data flows at low cost. 
2. Its ultra low latency is important to modern latency appliance. 
3. It is easy for the architecture to scale beyond 100G without network interface upgrade.  
 
 

2.4 Mordia  
 
Merida (Microsecond Optical Research Datacenter Interconnect Architecture) is functional 24-node 
hybrid architecture, based on optical circuit switching (OCS) and wavelength selective switch 
(WSS), created by the same group who proposed Helios structure before. [4] It is a great effort to 
explore the application of microsecond-scale OCS technology which is fast enough to completely 
replace electronic packet switches in data centre networks. The design of this architecture makes it 
possible for much more common class of workloads and supports a wider range of communication 
patterns, including all-to-all traffic. 
 
The architecture Mordia is constructed as with six stations, which have four endpoints each in an 
optical ring with different wavelength in a single fibre. The system block diagram of the network is 
illustrated in Figure 8(a). The initial configuration uses computer hosts with dual ports of 10G Et-
hernet Network Interface Card (NIC), connected with two small form-factor pluggable transceivers 
modules(SPF+). One of these ports is connected to a standard 10G ethernet electrical packet switch 
and the second port is linked to a OCS, which is used to route wavelength channel from one host to 
another on different ports through a WSS at six stations. The two components are organised in 
parallel set to establish a hybrid network. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8: (a) System-level diagram of the Mordia network and (b) Components inside each station of the ring. [4] 
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The physical topology of Mordia is unidirectional ring, but in logically it is a mesh, supporting dif-
ferent circuit casts. As shown in Figure 8(b), there is one-by-four port at each station. With six stat-
ions in the ring, that would be 24 ports in total and 24 wavelength in each of the six WSS, which is 
configured to route one particular wavelength channel to pass through. There are four wavelengths 
are combined in every wavelength multiplexer and a fixed one is received by each port of the con-
nected device, from where the wavelength are decided to be selected or passed by. Each station 
picks the wavelength intended for its endpoints, the others keep travelling to the next node. 
 
Each station in the ring consists of a passive power splitter which directs 90 % of the power signal 
into WSS, out from the ring. The 10 % of the signal that stays in the ring is received by another va-
riable optical attenuator. To prevent the dropped signal to make more than one round and interfe-
rence the other wavelengths travelling, a bandpass add/drop filter, also injecting the signal into the 
ring, is place in the structure. The bypass wavelength channels which are selected by the filter, are 
multiplexed and sent into the ring at that station. There is a booster optical amplifier, set inside the 
ring, at each station, while all the switching process is performed outside to prevent transient power 
fluctuations in circuit reconfiguration.  
 
In the control plane, shown in Figure 9, a Linux host is set for non-real-time processes and a field-
programmable gate array (FPGA) board executes all the six WSS, 10G electronic packet switch 
(EPS) and the real-time processes. The hosts are synchronised by the FPGA and the WSS through 
sending signal packets all over the EPS network. Due to the jitter issue caused by the EPS, the 
packet-based network is only for control with no data transmitted. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Pros 
1. Mordia has system-level reconfiguration time of 11.5us of the optical circuit switch, including 

the signal acquisition by NIC. With this high speed capability, it is possible that more applicat-
ions can benefit from the efficiency and it brings possible traffic freedom between  OCS and 
EPS. 

2. With multiple parallel rings, Mordia can possibly be scaled to build up large bisection band-
width data centres required in the future.  

 
Cons  

Figure 9 : Control plane connections for one station. [4] 
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1. It’s still not compatible with Ethernet packet granularity, though Mordia reaches the switching 
times of 11.5us, which is substantially faster than the MEMS.  

2. The main limitations of Mordia is the high cost, especially the WSS components, which is sha-
red among a very small number of hosts.  

3. If any link is cut, the connectivity will be break for the whole ring.   
 

2.5 REACToR 
 
An architecture utilises hybrid ToRs and combines of packet and circuit switching call REACToR 
is proposed by California University, San Diego.[5] This prototype synchronises end-hosts circuit 
transmission and can response well to high-speed traffic change. The reaction time is significant 
faster than the other hybrid architectures mentioned before. REACToR is an experimental prototype 
built upon the former architecture Mordia, which can be reconfigured in time of 10 microseconds to 
deploy in a much larger portion of commercial demand. It’s the first hybrid network using high 
speed reconfigurable optical circuit switches to execute like packet switches to reduce the cost. In 
REACToR, the optical circuit switching connects the ToRs directly in the data centre, which signi-
ficantly reduced the need of optoelectronic transceivers.  
 
There are two extraordinary design inside REACToR. Firstly, the low cost end-host buffer bursts 
packets appropriately after the traffic circuit is explicitly established. A synchronous signal protocol 
is set to guarantee the traffic load matches the switch configuration. The control plane in the system 
can scheme latency-sensitive traffic on packet switch, due to the dual-homed feature as REACToR 
to EPS. Secondly, the high level performance of the packet-based protocols will not be degraded 
because of the flow-level TDMA at each end host, as long as the circuit switches is fast enough. 
With the development of fast optical circuit switch technology, REACToR combines the advantage 
of packet and circuit switches to provide high performance and low cost.  
 
A typical REACToR architecture data centre network is depicted in Figure 10.  At each rack, a ToR 
connects to the 10 Gb/s packet switching networks(EPS) through the REACToR which also linked 
with the additional 100 Gb/s circuit switching networks(OCS) connected in separate way.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: 100-Gb/s hosts connect to REACToRs, which are in turn dual-homed to a 10-Gb/s packet-switched network 

and a 100-Gb/s circuit-switched optical network. [5] 
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The packet switching network has its own buffer in the system, while the circuit switching network 
has no buffer provided.  Instead, after the circuit traffic is routed, the REACToR is set to provide 
the exact packets from the end-host to the destination.  
 
There is also a control computer centre inside REACToR for setting the end host when to set the 
queues of the traffic rate limit, creating impending circuit schedule at the end hosts and reconfi-
guring the traffic demand estimates for later schedules.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The proposed prototype REACToR network is shown in Figure 11. There are two REACToR built 
in the system, using Virtex 6 FPGA, with four ports of 10Gb/s each and both connected the 
Fulcrum Monaco 10G electrical packet switch and the 24-ports Mordia OCS circuit switch.  
 
Pros 
1. REACToR offers packet-switch-like performance with adequate bandwidth utilisation. 
2. With Mordia circuit switch and the control centre, it’s sufficiently fast for the reconfiguration 

process in circuit assignment and reschedule.  
3. The prototype has the potential to scale to serve pubic data centre demands with its hybrid ad-

vantage of combining the packet and circuit switches.  
 
Cons 
1. It is not easy to design the interconnect among multiple number of REACToRs and also the 

synchronisation without the buffer exist.  
 
 
 

  

Figure 11 : Prototype REACToR network. [5] 
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Chapter 3 Optical Schemes 
 
A typical problem of the hybrid switches (as the ones reviewed in Chapter 2) is scalability due to 
the lack of efficient solutions for capacity upgrade of the electronic switches. The capacity is not a 
problem for purely optical switches. Then, this chapter focuses on the type of optical data center 
interconnect architecture based on purely optical switching. In total 20 optical interconnect architec-
ture have been presented as follow. 
 

3.1 OSMOSIS 
 
Optical Shared Memory Supercomputer Interconnect System (OSMOSIS) is a high performance 
optical packet switching architecture started by IBM and Corning in 2003. [6] It aims to develop the 
optical switching technology in supercomputers and to resolve optical technical challenges of redu-
cing the cost in High Performance Computing(HPC) field. This broadcast-and-select system is build 
upon wavelength and space division multiplexing. It delivers low latency, high bandwidth, and 
cost-effective scalability.  
 
The architecture consists of two main components. One is the broadcast unit with WDM line, an 
optical amplifier and a coupler, the other one is the select unit with semiconductor optical amplifi-
ers (SOAs). As depicted in Figure 12, the OSMOSIS, which operates at 40 Gbps, has 64 nodes in-
terconnection with eight wavelengths on eight fibres each to reach 64-way distribution. It consists 
of two stages, an eight-to-one fibre selectional stage and an eight-to-one wavelength selection sta-
ges. Instead of using tuneable filters, the architecture combines DEMUX/MUX and SOAs. Through 
a separate optical central scheduler synchronously and the arrival optical packets with fixed wave-
lengths, a programmable centralised arbitration unit is used to reconfigure the optical switch. The 
arbiter features in packet-level switching to achieve maximum throughput with high efficiency and 
no aggregation for bandwidth occupation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Major components of the optical switch inside the architecture are the Host-channel Adapter 
(HCA) with embedded ONIC, the arbitration units, the optical amplifier multiplexer and broadcast 
splitters. A HCA, which consists of egress and ingress section, is used for originating and termina-
ting packet transmissions through the whole switch core. The ingress section stores traffic packet 
data temporarily in an electronic buffer till a grant to be received. The egress section forwards the 
traffic signal to the next stage in the system and can also keep the data packet temporarily, if ne-

Figure 12 : OSMOSIS system overview. [6] 
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cessary. The HCA, which carries out in high performance field programmable gate array techno-
logy, has the function of implementing packet framing, queuing, delivery and error correcting and it 
further comprises an optical network interface card, which is used for serialisation, deserialisation 
and O/E, E/O conversion. 
 
The WDM broadcast unit has eight WDM channels with eight individual wavelengths with a po-
werful erbium doped fibre amplifier set to magnify the power of the signal, so that the subsequent 
broadcasting split loss would be covered. Through planner lightwave circuit technology, 128 
broadcast splitter is completed in two sections, 1x8 followed by 1x16 for equipment modularity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13: Major elements of the optical interconnect switch include the HCA with embedded ONIC, the amplifying 
multiplexer and broadcast splitter, the optical switch modules, and the centralised arbiter. [6] 

 
Each OSM select unit implements two stages of eight SOA selections of optical gates. A first SOA 
gate chooses the correct fibre or spatial group, which contains the right wavelength-multiplexed 
packet. Regardless of the selected fibre, after demultiplexing, the signal is sent to a second SOA 
gate where the correct WDM channel is selected within that fibre. Regardless of the selected colour, 
the signal is then multiplexed again to an output and sent to the broadband receiver. With the com-
bination of wavelength and space multiplexing technology, 64 wavelength channel only requires 16 
SOAs.  
 
The OSMOSIS control plan consists of the HCAs and the arbiter (see Figure 13). The control chan-
nel inside HCA is a bidirectional and set to arbitrate the exchange grants, credits, request and ack-
nowledgements. In order to reconfigure the optical routing fabric in SOAs, between the arbiter and 
the crossbar, there is this switch command channel placed and controlled by the arbiter.  
 
Pros 
1.  By replying the optical switches in two levels and three stages fat tree topology, the system can 

be scaled efficiently. 
2. Not only the fixed and variable length packets but also the semipermanent circuits are supported 

by the architecture. 
 
Cons 
1. The design of control plane is complicated and the mechanisms for delivery is not 100% reli-

able.  
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2. The power consumption of the architecture is not low based on the power hungry SOA devices 
in the system.  
 

3.2 Data Vortex 
 
Data Vortex is an optical switching architecture proposed by Keren Bergman from Columbia Uni-
versity. [7] [8] It is a distributed multistage network, based on a banyan structure and incorporating 
a deflection routing scheme as a packet buffering alternative. The Data Vortex aims not only high 
performance computing systems (HPC) but also can be deployed in data centre interconnection.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The data vortex architecture, showed as in Figure 14, implements broadband semiconductor optical 
amplifier (SOA) switching nodes and employs multichannel wavelength-division multiplexing te-
chnology. It was specially designed as a packet-switch interconnect system with optical implemen-
tation and maintains error-free signal integrity to keep median latencies. The topology of Vortex 
supports large port counts and it is easily scalable to thousands of communicating terminals. Via the 
modified conventional butterfly network, which is integrated deflection routing control scheme, 
packets contention problem are resolved with the absence of optical dynamic buffers. In order to 
forbid the switching nodes in the system sitting in the buffers and waiting for the routing decisions, 
the design of the switching nodes follows the simplest rules and it is also easy for the system to 
scale to larger network-size structure.  
 
The switching fabric is built upon SOAs based nodes, which are configured in a gate-array way, 
served as photon switching elements. In a configurable manner, the system can route traffic in both 
circuit and packet configuration simultaneously. After the routing decision are made, high speed 
digital electronic circuitry is used to complement the SOA switching elements for transmission ca-
pacity maximum. The multiples of SOAs gates increase the bandwidth capacity and schedule the 
data into different optical channels with non-blocking operations of the switching nodes.  
 

Figure 14: Illustration of a 12x12 data vortex topology with 36 interconnected nodes. [7] 
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The topology of data vortex is based entirely on 2x2 switching elements, which are fully connected 
and routing graph with terminal symmetry. Every single packet routing nodes are completely distri-
buted with no centralised arbitration or buffers. The topology is separated as hierarchies or cylin-
ders. In a conventional banyan network, like butterfly, both of them are analogous to the stages. The 
data vortex topology is composed of a simple and modular architecture, so it can be easily scaled to 
larger networking system. In all multistage interconnection networks, the number of routing nodes, 
which the packet will be transmitted before its final destination, plays an important role for its sca-
lability.  
 
In data vortex system, the number of ports can be augmented to develop the size of the inter-
connection switching network. A 16-node prototype has already been presented and inside the sy-
stem the SOA array is divided into four sections, each of them corresponds to both of the input and 
output ports, so the total number of SOAs is 4 times the number of the nodes. The equation between 
the number of intermediate nodes M and ports N scales logarithmically as M ≈ log2N.  
 
Pros 
3. The switching nodes of the architecture is self-similarly designed and easy to scale with its basic 

modular structure. 
4. The design of the architecture maximises the bandwidth utilisation and avoids common short-

coming of optical technology. 
 
Cons 
1. When it is scaled to large networks, the banyan multiple-stage scheme can become extremely 

complex.  
2. The packets have to traverse several nodes to reach the destination address when the number of 

nodes increase, which increases non-deterministic latency. 
 
 

3.3 Bi-directional SOA 
 
Karen Bergman from Columbia University has proposed a unique optical multistage tree-based data 
centre interconnection network, using bidirectional 2x2 photonic switch (see Figure 15). [10] The 
architecture is built upon SOAs, which is able to reach ultra-high bandwidths at sub-nanosecond 
speed. The SOA device features of inherent bidirectional transparency, so that it is possible to uses 
only six SOAs to achieve the design, that is 63 % less than the number of devices normally imple-
mented in optical fat tree architecture. 
 
The structure of optical switch exploiting bidirectional transparency of SOA is illustrated in Fig. 14. 
The switching nodes are connected as a Banyan network and each of them connects the network 
system as servers or ToR switches. Each port can logically establish any connection to each of the 
other ports by three SOAs in nanoseconds. In order to perform in bi-direction, each SOA shared 
with two input ports, so the total number of SOAs requested in the entire nodes would be six to 
complete a full bidirectional 2x2 switch. Bidirectional switches have significant advantages compa-
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red to other OSA-based B&S architecture, in terms of power consumption, device cost and foot-
print. 
 

 
(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Figure 15 : (a) 2-ary 3-tree fat tree network topology interconnecting eight compute nodes and (b) SOA-based wide-
band bidirectional 2x2 photonic switch [10] 
 
Functionality of the prototype scheme is evaluated by establishing nanosecond-scale circuits with 4 
nodes at 40 Gbps in a three-stage Omega network and two nodes in each stage. The bit error rates 
achieves less than 10-12 across all four wavelengths.  
 
Pros 
1. It is easy to scale to large numbers of nodes while reducing numbers of optical device. 
2. It is cost-effective and saves significant power compared with conventional SOA-based swit-

ches. 
 
 

3.4 Datacenter Optical Switch (DOS) 
 
Datacenter Optical Switch (DOS) is packet-based optical architecture presented by X.Ye et al.  [11] 
The key component in the switching system is Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router(AWGR), which 
permits contention resolution only in the wavelength domain. AWGR is capable of multiplexes a 
large number of wavelength into a single optical fibre at the transmission end and demultiplexes to 
retrieve individual channels at the receiving end. Apart from the AWGR, the switching fabric con-
sists also an array of Tuneable Wavelength Converters (TWCs), Label Extractors (LEs), a loopback 
shared Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory(SDRAM) buffer and a control plane. 
 
Figure 16 depicts the high level overview diagram of the DOS architectures. The AWGR can con-
vey optical signals through from any input port to any output port. The wavelength channel that car-
ries the signal would decide the routing path inside the AWGR. Having the TWC set up before the 
AWGR, each for one node, it is possible to configure an appropriate transmitting wavelength at 
each input of AWGR separately with distinct wavelengths, so that a non-blocking desired routing 
path with different optical signal is established. 
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Figure 16: The system diagram of the proposed optical switch. [11] 

 
After the label extractors receives a packet from ToR switches, the optical labels are detached from 
the optical payloads and sent to the DOS control plane, shown in Figure 17. The label has informat-
ion of the packet length and destination address. Inside the control plane, the optical signal is con-
verted to electrical signal by an optical-to-electrical (O/E) module and then forwarded to the label 
processor, which sends a request to the arbitration unit for content resolution. The control plane 
configures control signal to TWCs after arbitration, and sending proper wavelength to the inputs of 
AWGR. For the outputs of TWCs with no assignment, the control plane sends them wavelengths to 
carry packets to the AWGR outputs which connects with the shared buffer.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A shared buffer is need for contention resolution when the number of nodes is more than the num-
ber of output receivers. It is used to store temporarily for the transmitted packets, which cannot re-
ach the desire outputs, so that they can try it later. Figure 18 shows the loopback shared SDRAM 
with E/O converters, optical DEMUX and MUX. The wavelengths which failed to receive a grant 
in arbitration are routed to the buffer system. Out from the same output of AWGR, the wavelength 
are split by the optical DEMUX then converted to electrical signal through the optical to electrical 
converts. Then the packets stay in SDRAM which connects to a shared buffer controller. This con-
troller generates requests to the control plane according to the queue status in the buffer and waits 
for a grant. The packet is retrieved from the buffer, when the grant arrives. Then it is sent back 

Figure 17: The block diagram of DOS control plane. [11] 
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through an electrical to optical converter and the optical MUX, forwarded to the input of TWC back 
to circle.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pros 
1. The DOS architecture has quite low latency which also stays independent of the number of in-

puts. Because the ToR packets only travel through optical switches, no delay from buffer of 
electrical switches.  

2. The TWC has rapid reconfiguring time of a few nanoseconds, which is useful to meet the de-
mand of bursty traffic fluctuation.  

 
Cons 
1. In terms of congestion resolution, the electrical buffer together with O/E, O/E converters draw 

power consumption and increase packet latency.  
2. The cost of TWCs is quite high compared with other commodity optical devices. 
 
 

3.5 Space-Wavelength 
 
An interconnection prototype of data centres architecture which is based on space-wavelength swit-
ching is proposed by Castoldi et al. [12] As depicted in the block diagram in Figure 19, the system 
achieved by utilising both wavelength and space domain. On wavelength-switched stage, via a fast 
tuneable laser or an array of fixed lasers, the switching process is completed by sending the packets 
on different wavelengths channels, based their destination output ports. On the space-switched 
stage, each port has one fixed laser, and a non-blocking SOA-based optical space-switch are set up 
for connection in every time slot.  
 
Each ToR switch with N ports is connected via an intra-card scheduler to N fixed lasers, which 
carry different wavelength channels in the C-Band (1530-1570nm). After the laser, the signals are 
sent to the electrical-to-optical transceiver, which are directed to 1xM space switches. Through the 
Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWG), all the wavelengths from the outputs of 1xM switches are 
gathered together according to their destination card. The output of all the AWGs are linked to one 
backplane switch fabric. This SOAs-based space switch fabric forms a tree structure. The output 

Figure 18: The loopback shared SDRAM buffer. [11] 
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cards with the same destination are coupled with a M:1 coupler, which is integrated with SOAs, to 
compensate the losses. For the reception, the signals are demultiplexed through AWG and transfer-
red through O/E back to the output ports. This proposed architecture deploys efficiently both the 
wavelength and the space switching. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The destination card is chosen by configuring the 1xM space switch to send a packet from an input 
port to output port, while the destination port on the card is chosen by setting the crosspoint to tran-
smit the packet wavelength to its unique output port. Within the same time slot, different packets 
can be switched from different inputs to outputs simultaneously, by scheduling the transmission 
properly.  
 
In order to avoid more than one packet coming from the same card each row, the packet from each 
input port is sent into a matrix, representing the card and port domains And to schedule the packets 
and control the optical transceivers, each card has equipped an inter-card scheduler.  
 
Pros 
1. By adding more wavelength channels to increase the aggregated bandwidth and reducing the 

latency of communication, the architecture can be easily scaled. 
2. Using multiple separate planes, it is possible to achieve low latency with high network 

deployment.  
 
Cons 
1. The SOA arrays that used for switch fabric is cost-effective and increase the power consumpt-

ion.   
 

3.6 E-RAPID 
 
E-RAPID is a dynamically reconfigurable optical interconnect architecture presented by A. Kodi 
and A. Louri from University of Ohio and University of Arizona. [14] It can dynamically reassign 
the bandwidth and achieves a significant reduction in power consumption, while offering with high 
bandwidth and connectivity at the same time. This architecture can be deployed both in high per-
formance computing and data centre networks.  

Figure 19: Space-Wavelength (SW) switched architecture. [12] 
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A simple version of the high level block diagram of E-RAPID,with no buffers between the nodes, is 
illustrated in Figure 20. Each rack consists of several receivers, couplers, a AWG, a reconfigurable 
controller and several transmitters which are based on VCSEL lasers. The control plane is applied 
to distribute the nodes to a unique VCSEL laser and reconfigure the crossbar switch. One wave-
length channel carries one VCSEL laser at a time. A coupler is set after VCSEL for the wavelengths 
to send packets to Scalable Optical Remote Super Highway Ring(SRS), whose high way consists of 
multiple optical rings, one for each rack.  
 
An AWG is chosen on the receiver path to demultiplex of all the wavelengths channels, which are 
allocated to an array of receivers. Then through the crossbar switch, all the packets from the re-
ceivers are forwarded to the corresponding nodes in the board. Take one rack for an example. One 
of the serves on Rack 0 needs to communicate to Rack 1. First the controller plane has to set the 
crossbar switch to contact the server with one VCSEL laser, which is tuned at certain wavelength. 
The VCSEL transmits the packet through the second coupler, which is connected with the same 
wavelength inside the SRS ring. Then all the wavelengths in the ring that are destined to Rack 1 are 
multiplexed to Rack 1. On the back path, through an AWG, all the wavelengths are demultiplexed 
and then routed back to the server. 
 
In order to reach different destination, ports on the transmitters can be reconfigured to different 
wavelengths, which makes it possible for the E-RAPID be reconfigured dynamically. The static 
routing and wavelength allocation (RWA) manager is deployed in the control plane to command the 
receivers and the transmitters. In each rack, the reconfigurable Controller (RC) is hosted to control 
the receivers, the transmitters and the crossbar switch which connects the serves and the receivers 
with the right optical transceivers. It is also possible to scale the bandwidth utility to add more 
wavelengths for node-to-node communication to increase the aggregate bandwidth, in case of heavy 
traffic. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 20: Routing and wavelength assignment in E-RAPID for interboard connection. [13] 
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Pros 
1. Depending on different traffic loads, the power consumption of E-RAPID is adjustable. The 

supply voltage can be reduced to save the power when the traffic load is less heavier.  
2. The evaluation of the performance shows that, with certain reconfiguration windows, the pack-

ets latency of the E-RAPID is significantly lower than networks with commodity switches. 
 

3.7 Proteus 
 
Due to the high bandwidth support of optical packet switches and the low cost of optical circuit 
switches, Proteus, a full optical architecture is proposed by the group of A. Singla et al. [15] It is 
built upon Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM), Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS) and an 
optical switching matrix (MEMS). It provides good scalability, low complexity, higher energy effi-
ciency, and network flexibility. The whole image of the Proteus architecture is to reach direct opt-
ical contacts between ToR switches and in terms of low volume traffic to convey multi-hop con-
nections. 
 
There are three main units in Proteus architecture, depicted in Figure 21, the optical MUX/DEMUX 
with switching components; server racks with WDM Small Form-factor Pluggable Transceiver 
(SFP) transceivers; and the optical switching matrix. The ToR switches are linked with the WDM 
optical transceivers at different wavelengths. The optical wavelengths are grouped into one after 
MUX and then routed to a WSS. The WSS divides all wavelength into different groups based on 
their wavelengths and all the groups are connected to the MEMS optical switch matrix. Thus the 
connection between MEMS and all the server racks is established. The optical circulators are opt-
ional, which connects the WSS and the coupler, to simplify the communication for each port of the 
Optical Switching Matrix (OSM). On the receivers’s side, all of the wavelengths are combined 
through an optical coupler then demultiplexed back to the ToR switches via SFP transceivers. The 
switching configuration operated by MEMS to allocate the proper ToRs to connected directly.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are two ways to achieve network connectivity in Proteus, direct connection and hop-by-hop 
communication which can sets up indirect path for two ToRs to communicate by the MEMS. As 

Figure 21: The overall structure of Proteus. [14] 
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shown in Figure 22, link A has direct contact between to ToRs, while Link B and D has hop-by-hop 
connection via Link C.  After the middle hop ToR switch receives the transmission, it converts back 
to electronica to read the packet header, then sends it to the next ToR switch. Thus Proteus has to 
ensure the whole ToR graph is connected during the MEMS reconfiguration performance.  
 

 
 

Figure 22: Optical components for on e ToR. [14] 
 
Pros 
1. The main advantage of the Proteus architecture is the flexible bandwidth. When the traffic de-

mand rises between two ToRs, it’s easy to build up direct or indirect additional connection to 
increase the bandwidth.  

2. The architecture is cost-effective, due to optical devices it is based on.  
 
Cons 
1. The MEMS switch in the system has the bottle neck of reconfiguration time, which is in order 

of a few milliseconds. 
 
 

3.8 IRIS 
 
The IRIS project is one of the research result from the program Data in the Optical Domain-
Networking, which is proposed for exploring photonics packet routers technologies. [15] IRIS is a 
three-stage architecture using Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) and Arrayed Waveguide 
Grating Routers (AWGR) with all optical wavelength converters. Though the two space switches 
are partially blocking, IRIS is still a dynamically non-blocking system.  
 
The architecture of IRIS is illustrated in Figure 23 In the first stage, a ToR switch on each node is 
linked to a port of the first space switch via N WDM wavelengths channels. After a NxN AWG, the 
packets are distributed consistently to the second stage in a random schedule or through a simple 
round-robin way.  The second stage is a time switch that contains N optical time buffers to hold the 
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packets until next stage. Inside the time buffer there are an array of WC and two AWGs which are 
connected with multiple shared optical delay lines, each of them carries with different delays. the 
optical signal is converted by the WC to a specific wavelength, then it is routed to the AWG with 
the needed time delay. After a second AWG, the delayed signals are multiplexed and sent to the 
third stage, another round-robin space switch, where the signal is converted back to the required 
wavelength and sent to the destination port. 

 
Figure 23: Three-stage load-balanced architecture of the IRIS Router. [15] 

 
Via multiples of the packet-slot duration, the optical time buffer can delay N simultaneous packets. 
In case that the buffer overflows, the packets can be dropped too. Through configuring the AWGs 
which connected with delay lines, the packets can enter the time buffer and reach the corresponding 
output port with the independent delay path.  
 
The third space switch in the architecture is a periodic operation and the scheduling is deterministic 
and local to each optical time buffer, so that it significantly reduces the complexity of the control 
centre and complete without optical random access memory.  
 
Pros 
1.  It is easy to scale the architecture. A 40Gb/s wavelength converters and 80x80 AWGs allows the 
system to scale to 256Tb/s. 
 

3.9 Polatis 
 
Polatis, the performance leader in commercial all-optical matrix switches, has announced a new re-
configurable single mode optical switch with 192 fibres. [16] Now the optical matrix switching 
platform provides its scalable option from 4x4 to 192x192. It is designed to meet the high perfor-
mance and reliability needs with non-blocking software defined networking (SDN) enabled con-
nectivity between any pair of fibre ports. Using the Polatis patented DirectLight optical switch te-
chnology, which has been proved in most data centre and telecom applications, the typical path los-
ses of the system can reduce to less than 1dB. The Polatis all optical matrix switch is wavelength 
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independent, signal agnostic and within the same matrix, up to 100Gbps digital signals and 40 GHz 
analog RF frequencies and can be switched independently.  
 
The customarily configurable optical switch with single-sided 192 fibres, specially provides fibre 
ports, that are uncommitted to input or output groups, giving users the possibility to set up non-
blocking connections among any of the 192 fibres. Both symmetric (NxN) and asymmetric (NxM) 
switch configurations can be used in the same optical switch device, without rigidly defined input 
and output ports. With the any-to-any port connectivity and the software control technology, it 
brings more flexibility to optimise the customer fibre assets. Without increasing the system budgets, 
the switch offers fully optical fibre connectivity and opens up a new window in telecom and data 
centre networks for optical layer domain. 
 
The 192x192+ is the latest edition of optical switches from the Polatis series 6000 family, shown in 
Figure 24, which are based on the DirectLight dark fibre optical switch technology. There is no 
back reflection on the fibre, totally independent of the direction, colour, power level or protocol of 
traffic and the optical switch are set for fully transparent connections with ultra-low insertion loss. 
With these technologies, it creates a pure fibre environments for data centre employing single fibre 
bi-directional (BiDi) transceivers and those using bidirectional transmission, such as Fibre to the x 
(FTTX) access networks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Polatis comprises of a reconfigurable optical switch as shown in Figure 24. It incorporates pie-
zo-actuation with integrated position control, which maintains robust connections even on dark 
fibre.  Polatis’ DirectLight beam steering technology enables transparent optical connections with 
minimal degradation and can be switched without light being present on the fibre, which allows the 
operator to preset the paths and to perform intelligent network monitoring and test over lit or dark 
fibre.  
 
This 192-port single sided optical switch, which features any port-to-any port connectivity, is a very 
flexible building block and it increases the scalability of the overall metro nodes design in next-
generation SDN. In a multiple stages of optical circuit switched layers, these low loss optical 
switches can also reduce the costs and increase the scalability for the network. It is ideal for soft-
ware-defined network applications to deploy Polatis optical switches, in which the stability and 
connection loss are crucial.  

Figure 24: Polatis with DirectLight Bean Steering technology. [16] 
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It has been reported that Polatis optical switch has a power consumption of 1/20 of the legacy elec-
tronic switches on comparable commodity capacity. There will be no energy consumption of opto-
electronic-opto (OEO) conversion, thanks to the photonic switches, which are able to make deci-
sions in all optical, and the electronic bottlenecks can be completely overcome, with the high speed 
of photonic switches compared with the electronic switches.  

Pros 
1. The most important feature of Polatis is the lower power consumption, which is only 45W com-

pared to the 900+W of a legacy data centre.  
2. The optical switch is data rate agnostic which means that it can support 10 Gbps, 40 Gbps and 

100 Gbps.  
 

3.10 OPST 
 
Intune Networks has invented an optical-packet switching architecture, using Optical Packet Switch 
and Transport (OPST) sub-wavelength technology. [17] The OPST technology is not only valid for 
transport networks, but also can be implemented in the core of the data centre network.  

There are three layers integrated in OPST, physical fibre for layer 0, sub lambda transport for layer 
1, and packet forwarding for layer 2. The data path of OPST is configured via a single control and 
management layer for both Layer 1 and 2, which simplifies network operational complexity and 
reduce the expenditure.  

Through a Burst Mode Receiver (BMR) and a Fast Tuneable Laser (FLT), all the nodes are attached 
to OPST switching fabric, which is connected by a fibre pair into a Dense Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing (DWDM) ring, shown in Figure 25. All the packets are routed by wavelength to desti-
nation inside this ring of hundreds of kilometres in circumference. The Intune Network can provide 
80 C-band wavelengths inside each ring and with 16 nodes attached to the ring. Each node can sup-
port 80 Gbps and the total power consumption of the architecture is about 1.6kw, which is much 
lower than the equivalent capacity commodity-based switches. 

Every receiver nodes in POST contains 4 or 8 port cards and each of them are equipped with an 
packet-responsive ultra-fast tuneable transmitter, which is able to tune between wavelengths at 50-
100 nanosecond speeds. Asked by the local scheduler, each node is assigned with a unique wave-
length and sends data packets to the desire destination, while other nodes can reach this node, by 
tuning the wavelength in the real-time transmitter. A port card may only drop its assigned wave-
length, while the number of wavelength a node can drop equals the number of port cards installed in 
the node and on a time division basis, the same wavelength can be transmitted from any port 
asynchronously to the same destination. Basically, any port can receive packet from any other ports 
on the ring, which achieves a full mesh optical connectivity. 
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The whole basic procedure of POST includes: reading the incoming addresses of the packets; 
queuing them based on the serve class and destination; assembling the packets into bursts; dedica-
ting to the wavelength and assigning to the destination port. A scheduler is deployed to arrange all 
of the queues in an equitable way according to the resources availability around the allocated 
switch. Then the packet is turned rapid into the destination wavelength and sent into the optical 
ring, which performs as a switch architecture.  

Pros 
1. With fully meshed optical paths connecting all the data ports around the switch, it is capable of 

achieving point-to-point connection, also meeting the needs for fast growing multipoint service.        
2. The OPST not only supports the reserved and unreserved bandwidth service, but also features a 

unique Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation (DBA).  
 

3.11 WDM-Passive Optical Network (PON) 
In letter [18], a novel hybrid architecture which introduces passive optical components such as Ar-
rayed Wave Guide Routers (AWGR) is proposed by Christoforos Kachris and Ioannis Tomkos. It 
contains of both commodity Ethernet electronic switches and WDM PON devices. The performance 
of the simulation is reported a 10 % power reduction using different traffic ratios for both inter and 
intra rack flows. 
 
The design of the system as shown in Figure 26, in each rack, there are a ToR switches and an opt-
ical WDM PON. The ToR is used for the intra-rack communication while WDM PON participates 
in offloading inter-rack traffic to eliminate additional processing in ToR switch. Hence, the power 
consumption waste between ToR Switches for inter-rack is reduced and high throughputs are achie-
ved with low latency. 

Figure 25: Illustration of a wavelength routed system - Intone OPST. [17] 
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Figure 26: Hybrid WDM PON for data centres. [18] 

 
Compared with the telecommunication system, in this architecture, the ToR switches are used as an 
optical network units and the Aggregate switch is used as optical link terminator. In each server, a 
commodity Ethernet transceiver is set for intra-rack communication and an WDM transceiver is for 
inter-rack communication.  
 
Normally in the reference system the power consumption consists of the power from the ToR, ag-
gregate switches and the Ethernet transceivers, which including the edge links and the aggregate 
links work. But in WDM PON network, the power consumption is mainly the power dissipation in 
ToRs, aggregate switches, the Ethernet transceivers and the WDM SFP transceivers. 
 
Pros 
1. The WDM-PON system can provide 10 % reduction of power consumption with no side effect 

on the packet latency.  
2. The architecture can be further developed to the core layer of the data centre, saving more po-

wer consumption in operational cost. 
 

Cons 
1.  Due to the lack of flexibility, a pure WDM PON architecture tends to waste bandwidth.  

 
 

3.12 Optical Switching Architecture OSA 
 
In addition to the well-known hybrid structure c-through and Helios, there are other promising de-
signs for building data centre network, such as the Optical Switching Architecture. OSA is a recent 
novel scheme, which is closely related to c-through and Helios system, presented by K.Chen et al. 
[19] But OSA abandons the other electronic components except ToR switches, using only optical 
switches to build up the switching core. The ToR switches are still used for electrical-optical signal 
transfer between servers and switching cores.  
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In OSA, depicted in Figure 27, the main two components are optical switching matrix Micro-
Electro-Mechanical Switch (MEMS) and Wavelength Selective Switch (WSS). ToRs are all con-
nected thorough MEMS. Each output port of a ToR is linked to a wavelength division multiplexer 
(WDM), which sums up all input into one. Then a WSS is set after WDM for optical signals re-
direction, based on their wavelengths. The incoming wavelength from the output of each ToR, up to 
k different group, now is connected to a port of MEMS. Thus, a point-to-point connection is created 
between the ToR switches. At the receiver side, the input port of a ToR is connected to a de-
multiplexer, which takes the output of a coupler. A coupler works like a multiplexer, but with 
simpler structure. Before the signals reach the MEMS, a series of optical circulators are placed to 
connect both the output of the WSS and the input of the coupler. This simplifies the interconnection 
to the optical switching matrix, as a circulator enables optical transmissions in both directions, al-
lowing more efficient use of the ports of optical switches. 
Due to the high bisection bandwidth and link capacities, OSA allows multiple connections between 
each ToR switch and switching core. But the traffic pattern is adjusted dynamically according to the 
connection demand. Since there is no direct optical link between each pair of rack, OSA includes a 
centralised control unit, which is placed to compute the optimal topology to configure the MEMS 
for localising the high traffic volumes and interact with WSS to assign the appropriate outgoing 
links to each ToR switch.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OSA runs maximum weighted matching topology to estimate the network traffic like Helios. Ho-
wever OSA enables the bidirectional transmission through optical circulators. Each rack can be of-
fered multiple connection, making the graph of ToRs undirected. So the optimisation solution can 
be formulated as a mixed integer program, which is well known as Non-deterministic Polynomial-
time hard(NP-hard). Simply, It can be solved as the maximum weight b-matching problem, where b 
represents the number of ToRs that connects to MEMS and each ToR can communicate with b ot-
her ToRs simultaneously. 

Figure 27: The overall OSA architecture. [19] 
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Figure 28: The steps in OSA control algorithm. [19] 

 
The steps in OSA control algorithm is illustrated in Figure 28. First localising the communication 
ToR switches over to MEMS circuit links accomplished by using a weighted b-matching, which is a 
graph theoretic problem for NP-hard exists. Using Edmond’s algorithm can find the solution in po-
lynomial time. After the connection is established, the MEMS configuration is set. Given the traffic 
demand is established and the routes between each ToR are computed, it can be easily calculated 
the capacity desire on each optical link to satisfy the wavelength contention constraint, which usu-
ally occurs to a multigraph system.  
 
Pros 
1. Compared with the hybrid structure, OSA can provide more flexibility and achieve better per-

formance with low cost and power consumption. 
2. OSA uses an arbitrary topology of k-regular connection graphs and allows flexible link capaci-

ties among the ToRs. 
3. The simulation shows close result of non-blocking interconnects to serve a large space of 

skewed traffic demands.  
 
Cons 
1. In current form, due to reconfiguration delay, small flows with latency-sensitive, may incur 

non-trivial penalty. 
2. It’s a challenge to scale the design of OSA from small size to a large data centre with tons of 

serves.  
 

3.13 Distributed OSA 
 
A scalable optical packet switching (OPS) with highly distributed control has been presented by J. 
Luo et al. from Eindhoven University of Technology. [20] By switching the packets to the corre-
sponding WDM links, the proposed scheme allows each optical module to operate independently.  
 
The independence of each device inside the architecture leads to multiple important advantages. 
The complexity of the control pane and the latency of the switch are not dependent on the port 
count or restricted by the configuration time of a single optical device. Through the scale of the port 
count, it provides linear increase in modular cost and energy consumption. The overall performance 
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can be estimated by a single optical module evaluation, which simplifies the testing for larger 
network system. 

The presented OPS is a Spanke-type strictly non-blocking architecture as shown in Figure 29. It 
contains N input ports with M WDM channel each, so the switch has NM×NM connectivity in total. 
The M WDM channels are independently processed by the N optical modules to the corresponding 
input ports, where the M channels are processed by the 1×N photonic switch in parallel. The 
switching is performed through Label Extractor, which feeds switch controller. All the labels from 
the payload are split by the photonic switch and sent to the switch controller, while the payload is 
transmitted into a 1×N switch. There is an autonomous switch controller in each optical module, 
where managers the 1xN switch to transfer the M channels to the destination ports and also deals 
with the M labels.  By properly configuring the 1xN switches gate, the switch controller can permit 
one channel to be forwarded each time, in terms of multiple M channels with the same destination 
port. So this is the only situation when contention occurs at the input ports, while at the output 
ports, different channels comes from different input ports can cause contention too, but via fixed 
wavelength converters, it is can also be avoided.  

The presented experimental switch has an 8×8 OPS optical module and forwards operation of 8 in-
put WDM channels to 8 output ports at bandwidth of 40 Gb/s. The modular architecture is repre-
sentable for 64×64 full OPS, in which copies 8 exact 8×8 optical modules. The evaluation shows 
that it achieves low energy consumption of 76.5 pJ/bit, total latency of 25s, and 1.6 dB average 
power penalty with error-free operation.  

 

3.14 Fission 
 

Flexible Interconnection of Scalable Systems Integrated using Optical Networks (Fission) is a n 
optical networking prototype with good scalability of supporting larger number of data centres [21]. 
It consists of optical fibre rings to interconnect the kernel of data centre switches by ultra dense 
wavelength division multiplexing (UDWDM) based speedup together with optical buses. Fission 
has a efficient protocol for low latency communication with the data centre. 

Figure 29: Optical packet switch architecture with highly distributed control. [20] 
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Fission is built upon three technology: First, a modified Carrier Ethernet(CE) is used to provide sca-
lable protocol inside the data centre. Second, the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex-
ing(OFDM) transponders and UDWDM optics can scale the fibre rings and provide a speedup for 
the backplane. Furthermore, as a mechanism, optical bus is to establish point-to-multipoint con-
nectivity in a switchless set-up. 
 
The framework of Fission is depicted in Figure 30. It is a hybrid structure using optical rings as 
switching backplane connected with layers of CE switching zones, which are named sectors.  The 
whole architecture are divided into several sectors, which can support a number of system. Using 
UDWDM optics, sectors are interconnected and subtended to the fibre rings, which subtends the 
bus architectures. A sector is capable of tapping data from the optical buses and support hierarchy 
of electrical switches, which back up modified CE implementation. By distributing unique identifi-
ers and to sectors and carrying out binary together with source routing with each sector, addressing 
and routing can be made inside the data centre. 

 
Figure 30: Fission framework with the sector concept. [21] 

 
The interconnections point between the sector and the optical bus comprises of optoelectronic 
equipment, while between the sector and the backplane, there is the Wavelength Selective Switch 
(WSS) along with electronic switches used to add or drop wavelengths into or out of the fibre ring. 
The bus architectures provide unidirectional one-to-many functionality as the light-trail concept. 
Fission can add more data through a single fibre ring and the data can be dropped from the back-
plane at any point of the fibre ring. 
 
Pros 
1. Fission can be scaled efficiently by adding multiples of rings and nodes, based on the bandwidth 

requirements. 
2. The architecture allows seamless and incremental addition of systems and sectors. 
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3.15 Lions 
 

Lions presented by University of California, Davis, is an enhanced scheme of the DOS architecture. 
In Lions, the shared buffers are replaced by a novel negative acknowledgement scheme in order to 
reduce the overall power consumption caused by the congested packets, which kept temporarily for 
buffering. 
 
A typical Lions architecture, like DOS, comprises of a single-stage arrayed waveguide grating rou-
ter, tuneable wavelength converters, electrical loopback buffers, label extractors, electrical control, 
and fibre delay lines. There is an optical channel adapter served as media interface between the 
switch and each end node.   
 
The store-and-forward mechanism cannot be applied in an optical switch due to the lack of feasible 
optical buffers. An electrical buffer with forward-store strategy is chosen in the loopback path in the 
presented architecture. That means the buffer only stores the contended packets, which fail to get 
grants from the arbiter. There are three different design of loopback buffers in Lions system: the 
shared loopback buffer(SLB), the distributed loopback buffer (DLB), and the mixed loopback buf-
fer (MLB)  
 
The SLB shown in Figure 31(a) has 1: N optical DEMUX, together with N receivers to delay pack-
ets from different inputs arriving simultaneously on different wavelength and a N:1 MUX with N 
transmitters to send delayed packets to different outputs concurrently on various wavelength. The 
received packets will be stored in parallel in shared memory waiting for transmission. When a grant 
for a particular out arrives, the SLB pushes out all delayed packets serially to that output. The main 
advantage of the SLB is the size of the buffer can be small and with another simple buffer control-
ler, no more devices are required. But the main drawback is the shared memory which limits the 
scalability of the switch, due to the memory Input/Output (I/O) bandwidth that is in proportion to 
the switch radix and the data rate.  
 
The DLB shown in Figure 31(b) has N separated memory to divide queues and each memory unit 
serves one particular switch input. In order to avoid the head-of-line blocking effect, multiple 
transmitters for each queue are deployed to transmit multiple packets to different outputs on diffe-
rent wavelengths simultaneously. The DLB uses TWC to transmit delayed packets from one queue 
to different AWGR outputs and each queue connects one separate input from AWGR. The delayed 
packets from one single AWGR input are all routed to a certain AWGR output, which connects to 
the dedicated queue in DLB and each queue corresponds to an input port from AWGR. In case of 
multiple transmitters from one queue, Couplers are also employed for optical MUX.  Though DLB 
can achieve lower latency than SLB, it uses N ports from AWGR to support the queue for N end 
nodes, while SLB uses only one. 
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Figure 31 : Lions with (a) SLB, (b) DLB, (c) MLB [22] 

 
To combine the both advantage from SLB and DLB, a mixed buffer option is proposed, MLB 
shown in Figure 31(c) Unlike DLB, each queue in MLB connects multiple end nodes and multiple 
outputs from the 1: N optical DEMUX, so the occupation of inputs from AWGR are reduced and 
only one output is need. Furthermore, the number of tuneable transmitters required in DLB in much 
fewer than MLB. In general, MLB is a tradeoff between the SLB and DLB, but overall, Lions ad-
opting DLB and MLB brings better performance compared with those using SLB.  
 
Pros 
1. Lions has fine switching granularity and fits well for the highly dynamic data centre traffic.  
2. Using AWGR and tuneable transceivers guarantees low switching latency, low overall power 

consumption and high-throughput. 
 
Cons 
1. By the size of AWGR, its scalability is limited. 
2. There is no flexible optical memory for buffering the packet, due to the contention resolution 

OEO conversion.  
 
 

3.16 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
 
Optical switching architecture offers high bandwidth capacity and low power consumption, but 
most of the schemes cannot provide flexible bandwidth sharing, because of the large granularity of 
optical circuit switching and the costly expense of optical devices. For example, the connection 
between nodes, in some case, requires lower bandwidth than provided 10Gb/s or 40 Gb/s. To solve 
this problem, a novel data centre architecture, using a flexible optical bandwidth of multiple-input 
multiple-output (MIMO) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology to-
gether with parallel signal detection (PSD), has been proposed. [23] OFDM features fine grain 
bandwidth resource allocation at fine granularity, and also low latency, low power consumption, 
high-speed switching (nanosecond speed), dynamic data rates changing.  
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The scheme of OFDM architecture is depicted in Figure 32.  The signals from each rack are first 
aggregated and sent to a transmitter, where lies the OFDM modulator. With appropriate subcarrier 
assignments, OFDM modulates the signals into data stream, which are converted into WDM optical 
signals later via directly modulated lasers. The modulated wavelength signals will then be routed to 

respective destination rack through a cyclic arrayed wavelength grating (CAWG). The central basic 
optical component based on this design is this CAWG core router, which can be thought as a optical 
passive MIMO multiplexer/demultiplexer that routes different wavelength channels from any input 
ports to any output ports in a cyclic way. On the receiving side, by a single common photodetector 
with PDS technology at each ToR, all WDM channels can be received simultaneously and demodu-
lated back to electrical signals through the OFDM subcarrier allocation scheme. 
 
Every time a new switching state is required, a new subcarrier assignment will be performed by the 
OFDM modulators, following the command from the centralised scheduler and the new OFDM 
WDM signal will be generated by turning the respective lasers on and off. As long as there is no 
subcarrier overlapping among the arriving wavelengths from different racks, which can be avoid by 
the right configuration from the overlying control plane, all-to-all MIMO operation is possible. In 
terms of large traffic communication, which may even congests the ToRs, dedicated OFDM WDM 
transmitters and CAWG ports can be reversed to extend the MIMO OFDM architecture to manage 
these super servers. Shown in Figure 33, bypassing the ToRs, these servers can connect to the 
transmitters directly.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 32 : Architecture of the proposed MIMO OFDM DCN interconnect [23] 

Figure 33: ToR bypass for super servers. [23] 
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Pros 
1. The main advantage of architecture is the fine-grained bandwidth allocation using the OFDM 

allocation scheme.  
2. This architecture allows all signals take exactly one hop to kept the latency constant between the 

source ToRs and the destination ToRs.  
3. Using the AWGR as the main passive switching device, the architecture can achieve low power 

consumption. 
 

3.17 Plexxi 
 
Plexxi switch is a commercial offer from Plexxi networks which integrates Ethernet switching with 
a centralised SDN-based control plane. [24] It is basically interconnected through a ring topology, 
which employs LightRail optical multiplexing technology. The networking system includes a SDN 
switch, a SDN controller and open Application Program Interfaces(APIs) 
 
The physical layer of the Plexxi Switch is a ToR switch with 32x10 and 4x40 Gigabit Ethernet 
ports. Its fixed form factor is quite similar to conventional ToR devices, except for the two optical 
interconnect ports. These two ports use Plexxi's WDM technology to constitute a fibre ring which 
can dynamically distribute bandwidth.  
 
Plexxi control plane is a tiered SDN controller, processing request that require no real-time calculat-
ion in the data path, like planning and optimisation. Each Plexxi switch has its own control modular 
to perform allocated task for real-time forwarding and the allocated control element also provides 
resiliency and scalability.  
 
Plexxi offers two initial APIs, which essentially facilitate communications between network enti-
ties. Workload Affinity API is responsible for the connection between Plexxi Control and analytical 
engines, external systems, network overlays, while the Network Orchestration API configures the 
Plexxi Control to process information from workload request and converts it into instructions to 
meet the requirement. 
 
The structure of the Plexxi network is an optical meshed ring built between the switches, shown in 
Figure 34. In this Coarse Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM) ring, each switch controls 24 
lambdas, which can be used to contact with the adjacent switches. The Plexxi utilises the LightRail 
technology, offering passive optical multiplexing in the device, which allows terabits data band-
width in one single fibre. Through 24 two-degree WDM fibres split crossing two groups, Plexxi 
switch can form quite a few physical topologies with high bandwidth throughput to replace the con-
ventional aggregation switching. 
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Figure 34 : Design of Plexxi optical network. [24] 

 
 
Although Calient and Plexxi are totally different architectures, these two can be combined to pro-
vide more flexible topologies, scalable solution and additional low latency. Together Calient and 
Plexxi set a brilliant example of network optimisation in hybrid packet-optical data centre ar-
chitecture. The construction of the hybrid architecture is illustrated in Figure 35. At the centre of 
networking system remains the Plexxi switch ring, which offers any-to-any connectivity between 
racks or clusters, While the Optical Switch Circuit networking consists of the Calient optical fabric, 
which connects each of the ToRs switches in the packet network.  And the Plexxi Control plays the 
role of configuring the co-exist of packet and optical element via the higher-level layers manage-
ment. In case of a large traffic flow, in order to reduce latency, Plexxi switches can pass the traffic 
from the ingress switch to the Calient’s optical fabric. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pros 
1. The hybrid architecture protects the network from congestion and keeps a low-latency high-

bandwidth path for the flows. 
 

3.18 Space-time Optical Interconnection (STIA) 
 
STIA is a novel architecture proposed recently, based on optical devices and designed specially for 
the energy-efficient data centre networking. [25] Shown in Figure 36, a STIA architecture compri-

Figure 35: Layout of Plexxi and Calient. [24] 
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ses of M card with N input ports and N output ports each and interconnected via an MxM space 
switch, which plays the role of the central node for packet switching. At the space domain, packets 
are switched among cards, and at the time domain, they are switched among different ports of a 
card. At the wavelength domain, in order to increase the throughput, STIA uses WDM technology 
to encode packets on multiple wavelengths.  
 
The WDM packets, which are generated optically from the serial electric packets, are used for com-
bing an array of N optical channels with one broadband modulator. Then through a passive wave-
length-stripped mapping (PWM) device, each packet is delayed and separated from other modulated 
channels, later gated in time to create WDM packet. It requires an array of N lasers, a PWM, an 
Mach-Zehnder modulator and a SOA to perform the whole time-compressing process.  
 
Next, the created WDM packets are transmitted and time-multiplexed at the card by a N:1 coupler 
and through an optical fibre, packets are forwarded to the MxM space switch (SS). An inter-card 
schedular is used to control the SS and also configure the packets switching among cards.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After the switching process, the multiplexed WDM packets are transmitted through a 1:N splitter, 
which routes packets back to the port of the card. Then through the SOA gates, selected time-slot 
WDM packets are sent to the corresponding output port and reversely delayed by the PWMs. Fi-
nally the optical signals are converted into a serial packet via a single broadband optical receivers. 
 
The overall power consumption of STIA is modelled as the average probability of a packet trans-
mission in a time slot from an input port. For small-sized STIA, cards consumes more power than 
the SS, while for large sized STIA, normalised SS contributes prevalently to the overall power con-
sumption.  
There are three different topologies used for designing STIA-based network, tree, folded Clos and 
flattened butterfly. The evaluation shows that flatted butterfly and folded Clos are more power effi-
cient compared with the tree, while between the two, for medium and high value of M, folded Clos 
topology has better performance.  
 
Pros 

Figure 36: STIA architecture with M cards and M x M SS. [25] 
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1. Through folded Clos or flattened butterfly topologies, STIA provides much lower power con-
sumption, compared with Ethernet networks.  

2. STIA is modular and organised in cards, which host multiple ports, so it is easy to scale while 
maintaining high throughput.  

3. Its modularity and low degree of wire complexity with just a single fibre to connect all the cards 
to the central space switch.  
 

3.19 Petabit 
 
Petabit is a full optical switching architecture, which is proposed by Jonathan Chao from Polytech-
nic Institute of New York, based on a scalable no buffer optical switch fabric and using commer-
cially available Tuneable Wavelength Converters (TWCs) and interconnected Array Waveguide 
Grating Router (AWGR). [26] 
 
The design of Petabit combines the best features of electronics and optics to overcome the problem 
of oversubscription, electronic bottlenecks, traffic latency, wiring complexity, high cost and power 
consumption in conventional system. In the architecture the optical fabric, which is integrated with 
electronic buffering, can perform high-speed switching reconfiguration on nanosecond-level. With 
the layout of one single switch, which is able to assemble all the servers inside the data centre, the 
Petabit switch flattens and simplifies the network. Via this special optical switch that provides the 
switching capacity at Petabit per second level, this architecture targets direct interconnection of 
large number of serve racks, like 10,000 of 100 Gbps ports while keeping with low latency, low 
complexity and low power consumption. 
 
The block diagram of the Petabit, shown in Figure 37, consists of three stages of Clos network fab-
rics which are Input Modules (IMs), Central Modules (CMs) and Output Modules (OMs). Each 
stage equips an array of AWGR as the core for passive routing of packets. Although the AWGR is 
not configurable, the adoption of TWCs is able to rout the path from any inputs to any outputs and 
reconfigure the switch fabric through wavelength conversion. Petabit gathers packets in frames of 
200 ns to provide sufficient time to overcome the system reconfiguration delay in terms of small 
packets. In addition, a practical and scalable iterative frame scheduling algorithm is also created to 
coordinate the inputs and outputs to achieve high throughput for different traffic loads.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 37 : Petabit switch architecture [26] 
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In the first stage, packets are transmitted from server racks into the AWGRs through the tuneable 
lasers. An AWGR is a passive device, performing wavelength demultiplexing according to the in-
terference between light waves and it provides required phase shift for each wavelength. AWGs can 
be employed for WDM multiplexing and demultiplexing in both directions. Due to the limited 
number of ports AWGRs supports, in order to form a large optical switching fabric, multiples of 
AWGRs has to be interconnected. The routing paths in AWG for a specific wavelength is fixed, so 
in the second and the third stage TWC are introduced to enable dynamic configuration through con-
verting the wavelengths and routing the packets accordingly to the desire destination ports.  
 
In order to avoid the power hungry of E/O and O/E conversion, Petabit does not choose to use any 
buffers inside the switch fabric. Instead via the electronic buffers in the Line cards, Figure 38, the 
congestion management is resolved together with an efficient scheduling algorithm. The line cards 
are connected to the input ports of the Petabit switch and each of them hosts a buffer in which pack-
ets are stored and waiting for transmission.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the input side, with the help of a centralised control pane, the packets are classified to various 
virtual output queues (VOQ), according to their destination address. Given the large number of 
ports in the switch, in order to avoid the high complexity, instead of a VOQ for every output port, a 
VOQ is maintained for each OM (the last stage of the switch fabric). Though one VOQ per OM and 
the buffer management together can’t totally avoid the head of line (HOL) blocking, it does reduce 
the queue numbers and the system complexity. However, with an efficient scheduling algorithm and 
a reasonable speedup, the throughput of the fabric can be achieved nearly 100 %. On the output 
side, packets are recovered from the frames and sent into small-sized output buffers, before trans-
mitted back to the racks. 
 
Pros 
1. The Clos-based switch fabric is easy to be scaled to a large networking system. Using currently 

available 128x128 AWGRs, it is feasible to achieve the switch size of 128²x128², within the 
target of 10,000 ports. 

2. The performance of the Petabit is evaluated through a cycle-accurate frame-based simulator. 
From 1024 to 10000 ports, the evaluation proves that the architecture can approach near 100% 
throughput. 

3. At 80 % traffic loads, the average latency is only twice of a farm duration, which shows its  in-
dependence from the switch size.  

Figure 38 :  Line card architecture [26] 
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3.20 WaveCube 
 
The new hybrid architecture named WaveCube is proposed last year by the group of K. Chen et al., 
who also created OSA before. It’s a fault-tolerant optical data centre network architecture with high 
performance and scalability.  
 
The superiority of WaveCube lies in the lack of MEMS, which has a potential electronic bottleneck 
for scalability and is hard to interconnect. Now it wont’t lead to the system to any single point of 
failure. The architecture uses the multi-path routing and dynamic link bandwidth technology to re-
place the MEMS and reaches high performance. Due to the multiple node-disjoint paths between 
two ToRs, the fault-tolerance also increase tremendously.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In WaveCube, ToRs are connected between each other through optical components and serves are 
connected to ToR, while the dynamic links bandwidth between ToRs are provided by the optical 
components. The whole structure is aggregate or core layers free. The architecture is switch-centric 
and link bandwidth dynamically adjustable. Like most of the other data centres, there is a central 
controller placed to configure the system networking for wavelength distribution, fault-tolerant rou-
ting, etc.  
 
Due to the node disconnection between each pair of ToRs, multiple alternate routing paths exist. It 
benefits the fault-tolerance of the system. As depicted in Figure 39, an n-dimensional cube has 2n 
node-disjoint path between two ToRs, which is helpful for balancing load, high routing perfor-
mance, etc. WaveCube uses dynamic link bandwidth over 2n multi-paths through WSS. A MUX is 
set to multiplex all the wavelengths from each ToRs to WSS, which separate them into different 
groups. Each group is connected to another ToR via different outgoing ports. To keep the balance 
of the architecture, the number of the links between different ToRs is equal to the wavelengths in 
every group. On the other side as a receiver, wavelengths from other ToRs are sent to the DEMUX 
via a 3 way circulator and a coupler sequently and reach to the corresponding ports on the ToRs at 
last. Because of the dynamic link bandwidth, WaveCube does not need high flow scheduling. After 

Figure 39 :  The WaveCube architecture [27] 
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randomly allocating the traffic among multiple paths and assigning the dynamical link bandwidth to 
deal with the congestion, which caused by flow scheduling, the simulation shows great results.  
 
Pros 
1. The main superiority of WaveCube is the high performance of network bisection bandwidth and 

graceful degradation under link failures.  
2. Compared with most of the recent DCNs, WaveCube is easy to build in terms of wiring. 
3. It consumes much lease power than most of the hybrid architecture. 
4. WaveCube is considerably cheap with no require of any advanced expensive optical devices 

like WSS or MEMS.  
 
Cons 
1. The algorithm for wavelength adjustment is not optimal and can be improved in the future.  
2. If the networking traffic is heavily dynamic, It may turn to unpredictable for WaveCube’s per-

formance.  
3. The evaluation of the architecture is based on simulation, the prototype hasn’t been built up or 

test in real data centre networking.  
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Chapter 4 Qualitative Comparison 
 
 
This section summarises all the presented schemes till now and provides overall comparison on dif-
ferent qualities, such as technology, optical connectivity, scalability, prototype, cost, and et.c. Ma-
jority of the architectures have been presented ever since 2010, which proves that optical data 
centres have been gaining more and more attention. The rapid increase of emerging web application 
and cloud computing has demand higher bandwidth and lower latency and optical interconnects do 
provide promising solution for the future data centre networks. Furthermore, the optical devices has 
been more affordable nowadays, which allows the adoption possible in the data centre work. Table 
4-1 summarizes the qualitative comparsion. 6 important aspects, i.e., technology, optical switching 
paradigm, scalability, capacity, prototypes and cost are discussed in this chapter. 
        
         

    Table 4-1 Qualitative comparison 

   Architecture Year Techonology 
Optical 

Switching 
Paradigm 

Topology  WDM Capacity Limits Scalability Capacity Throughput Latency Resilience Power 
Efficiency Cost Prototype Commercialization 

c-Through 2010 Hybrid Circuit Tree No Transcievers Low Medium Medium Medium Low Low Medium Yes No 

Helios 2010 Hybrid Circuit Tree Yes Transcievers Low Medium Medium Medium Low Low Medium Yes No 

Calient 2012 Hybrid Circuit Tree No Transcievers Low Medium Medium Medium Low Low Medium Yes Yes 

Mordia 2013 Hybrid Circuit Ring Yes Ring Medium Medium Low Low High Medium High Yes No 

Reactor 2014 Hybrid Circuit Tree Yes Transcievers Low Medium Medium Medium High Low Medium Yes No 

OSMOSIS 2004 Optical Packet Tree Yes SOA Medium Medium High Medium Medium Medium Medium Yes No 

Data Vortex 2006 Optical Packet Tree Yes SOA High Medium High Medium High Low Low Yes No 

Bi-directional 
SOA 2009 Optical Packet Tree Yes SOA High High Medium Low Medium High Low Yes No 

DOS 2010 Optical Packet Tree Yes TWC Medium High High High Medium Medium Low Yes No 

Space-WL 2010 Optical Packet Tree Yes SOA High Medium High High Low Low Medium No No 

E-RAPID 2010 Optical Packet Ring Yes Transcievers/Ring High Medium Medium Medium High Medium Medium Yes No 

Proteus 2010 Optical Circuit Tree Yes Transcievers  Medium High High Low Medium High Low Yes No 

IRIS 2010 Optical Packet Clos Yes TWC High High High Medium Medium Medium High Yes No 

Polatis 2010 Optical Packet Clos Yes Transcieve Low Medium High Low Medium High Medium Yes Yes 

OPST 2010 Optical Packet Ring Yes TWC Low Medium Medium High High Low Medium Yes No 
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4.1 Technology 
 
The majority of the optical architectures shown in comparison table are all-optical, except the c-
Through Helios, Calient, Mordia, Reactor. These scheme are hybrid, in which optical interconnects 
work with commodity switches in parallel. Optical modules are often added in the ToR switches to 
enhance the bandwidth and reduce the latency and Ethernet network is still deployed for all-to-all 
communication. All of these hybrid systems are build upon circuit switching in optical network. In 
terms of bulky traffic which keeps long enough to compensate the overhead reconfiguration, the 
network bandwidth can be significantly increased with lower cost. On the other side, compared with 
all-optical schemes, hybrid architectures do not offer a viable long-term resolution for the future 
data centre networks. With its low latency and lower power consumption characteristic, all-optical 
architecture opens new window to enhance the bandwidth for the data centre system. Due to the 
high capital expenditure of the most optical devices, these all-optical schemes must provide signifi-
cant better performance to totally replace the commodity switches. 
 

4.2  Optical Switching Paradigm 
 
In terms of connectivity, optical interconnects can be built on circuit-based or optical-based switch-
ing. Circuit switches usually employs optical MEMS switches with the reconfiguration time in the 
orders of few ms. So circuit-based scheme is mostly used in the data centre with long-lived big 
chunks of traffic flows like enterprise networks, while packet based switching supports both long-
term and short-term traffic flows, due its fast switching time. Optical packet-based system has been 
proposed as a total replacement for current data centre networkings. The packet-based scheme utili-
ses fast tuneable transmitters or an array of fixed lasers to select the destination port via the appro-
priate wavelength. In packet-based optical switching, between two nodes, the duration of the flow is 

WDM-PON 2011 Optical Packet Tree Yes Transcievers Medium Medium Medium Low Medium Medium Low No No 

Distr.OSA 2012 Optical Packet Tree Yes SOA High High High Low Medium High Low Yes No 

OSA 2012 Optical Circuit Tree Yes Transcievers High High High Low Medium High Low Yes No 

Fission 2013 Optical Packet Ring Yes Transcievers Medium Medium Medium Medium High Medium Medium No No 

Lions 2013 Optical Packet Tree Yes TWC Medium High High Medium Low Medium Low Yes No 

OFDM 2013 Optical Packet Tree Yes TWC High High High Low Medium High High No No 

Plexxi 2013 Optical Packet Ring Yes Transcievers High High High High High Medium Medium Yes Yes 

STIA 2013 Optical Packet Tree Yes Transcievers High Medium Medium High Medium High High No No 

     Petabit 2013 Optical Packet Tree Yes SOA High High High Medium Medium High Medium No No 

WaveCube 2015 Optical Circuit Cube Yes Transcievers High High Medium Low Medium High High No No 
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very small, which makes it possible to provide all-to-all communication. Compared with electrical 
packet-based schemes, there is no need to carry extra data information to the destination port, such 
as headers, since the transmission is based on wavelength in the optical switching networks. The 
Proteus architecture is based on circuit switching, but it provides an all-to-all communication 
through multiple hops when two nodes are not connected directly.  
 

4.3 Scalability  
 
Nowadays, most of the current data centre networks can be scaled efficiently to large number of 
servers with fat tree topology and commodity Ethernet switches. Optical networks have also need to 
be expended to thousands of nodes especially in warehouse-scale data centres, but most of the opt-
ical interconnection system are centralised architectures which limits their scalability. The hybrid 
architectures have the limitation to scale due to the constraint of the number of optical switching 
ports. Many all-optical architectures, such as DOS, can only accommodate very limited number of 
nodes through a central AWGN, so they are normally constrained by the number of wavelength 
channels. These problem relate not only on the cost of the optical devices, but also to the enhance-
ment of their capability. However, many of the presented system has been scaled to the same level 
as the current network. Many of the presented optical architectures form a cluster via connecting 
several ToR switches, and then deploy the same topology from the upper level to link all the clus-
ters. The bidirectional SOA switch, using 2x2 photonic switch, can also be extended to large num-
ber of nodes through a banyan network structure. The E-RAPID system can be easily scaled 
through a high data rate optical ring, which connects with modules in the clusters. The Petabit ar-
chitectures, though there are centralised AWGR implemented, this Clos-based switching fabric can 
be still be scaled efficiently to a large networking system. Finally, most of the commercialised 
schemes, such as Calient, have fairly low scalability due to the limited number of ports on modules.  
 

4.4 Capacity 
 
In order to scale the architectures, not only the number of nodes plays an important role, but the ca-
pacity of each node also matters. c-Through, Helios and Proteus, etc., these circuit based schemes 
are built upon MEMS switches, which make them easy to be upgrade to 40 Gbps/100 Gbps or even 
high bit rate with no data rate limitation. So the maximum capacity per nodes relies more on the 
optical transceivers deployed in the architectures. Some of the schemes employing TWCs for swit-
ching, such as DOS, IRIS, Petabit, constrain their capacity up to 160 Gbps, which is the maximum 
data rate support of the TWC currently. And the schemes, based on SOA devices for the optical 
switching, like the Space-Wavelength, the OSMOSIS and the Data Vortex, their maximum support 
capacities are determined by the SOA data rate. As shown in the comparison table, the main capaci-
ty limited components are listed in each architecture.  
 

4.5 Prototypes 
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Due to the high cost of some of the optical components, such as WSS etc, it is impossible to im-
plement the fully operational prototypes. However, in many case, prototypes have been built to 
prove the concept or a complete system. The Helios architecture, utilising commercially available 
optical circuit switch has been fully implemented and The Data Vortex has also been implemented 
to show the evidential concept of small number of nodes. In terms of c-Through, with no optical 
components included, it has not been implemented, but it has been evaluated through a simulated 
system, in which commodity switches are modified as virtual private LANs to form optical links. 
 

4.6  Cost  
 
A major issue in the design of optical data centre is the cost of optical devices, which has been used 
widely in the proposed architectures. But many of the optical components are not commercial avai-
lable currently, which also makes it difficult to compare the cost. Thanks to the readily available 
optical modules in the Helios and c-Through, the total cost of these schemes are much lower than 
others that demand special design optical components. Architectures based on SOA modules, such 
as Lions and Vortex, can also be implemented at low expense. However, over years the cost of 
equipment remains the same, while the cost of power and cooling from the data centre has risen 
tremendously. That means in the very future the operation cost may exceed the cost of the equip-
ment, because of the fat bill from the electricity expense. Therefore, the optical data centre  might 
have higher cost than the conventional commodity switches, its lower power consumption can be 
more beneficial at operation cost reduction. 
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Chapter 5 Future Work and Conclusions 
 
 
Considerable research efforts have been proved that optical interconnect can provide and high 
bandwidth, reduced latency and low power consumption, which is a promising solution for data 
centre networks. However, in order to be widely adopted in the future, there are still remaining 
challenges left to be addressed for optical interconnection network.  
 
Nowadays, most of the data centre networks are based on Ethernet. In order to overcome its limita-
tion, a wise choice is to implement control planes with SDN concept. OpenFlow, which deploys an 
open framework is one of the prominent solutions. Instead of using the legacy distributed protocols, 
it programs centrally to manage the flow tables crossing the switching network. The commercial 
available hybrid approach Calient deploys OpenFlow standard for SDN infrastructure. The main 
advantage of OpenFlow is the separation between the control plane and data plane, which means a 
centralised controller is deployed to perform the scheduling and bandwidth allocation, while the 
data flow remains in the optical domain. However, this brings not only the technical challenge to 
comply all the optical components, such as AWGR, TWC,etc. with SDN, but also their abstract-
ions, which should be defined according to the configuration and capabilities.  
 
As mentioned before, optical data centre networks normally built upon centralised components, 
which bring two major concern. In the near future, for optical interconnects to be adopted widely, it 
is important to have efficient deployment of scalable solution, which can support thousands of ser-
vers in a data centre with warehouse-scale level. Another issue is about the resilience. In optical 
centralised data centre architecture, a single optical switch with ultra high capacity has to manage a 
very large number of serves, which tends to cause the issue of single point of failure. Thus, for pre-
sented architectures, optimised variants can be explored to address relevant issues. 
 
This survey provides a full review of the most recent data centre architectures in optical domain. 
Together all 25 schemes has been list in the comparison table and a qualitative comparison has been 
perform. Furthermore, some relative future challenge work has also been proposed. 
 
In this survey, some hybrid schemes are presented combining with optical circuits, while others re-
place the current switches completely, aiming at the future networks. Some schemes are built upon 
commercial available optical devices, while others utilising specially designed optical components 
at high cost currently. Many proposed schemes deploy SOA technology for its fast reconfiguration 
and high scalability. Some novel architectures has shown the proof to be implemented to support 
all-to-all communication. For example, the Proteus, has done great performance of high throughput, 
low latency and low power consumption with readily available optical devices, which has signifi-
cant effect on the adoption for optical based architecture in the data centre. And the schemes with 
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deployment of both TWC and SOAs can achieve even higher capacities and better scalability to 
meet the requirement of the future data centre networks.  
 
Finally, with all the research done above, the emerging field of optical interconnects has provided a 
promising solution for ultra-high-capacity data centre network with it is fairly low latency and re-
duced power consumption. These presented architectures have shown their unique advantage over 
the current data centre networks, based on commodity switches. However, for optical interconnects 
to be largely adopted, there are still some major issues left to solve, such as the necessity of scala-
bility and resilience.  
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